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YHA Region: North Midlands

GR: SK 279998

Note that Greenmoor is usually spelt Green Moor in modern usage.

The Trunce is a local wooded beauty spot between the Rivers Don and
Little Don. Greenmoor hostel, at Trunce Farm, was opened on 15th
August 1944. The warden was Mrs Godley. This was one of the many
accommodation or adopted hostels of the early years, an arrangement
between a private owner and the Association in which, usually, the owner
kept the lion’s share of the bednight fee, with a token payment to YHA, so
long as basics such as a common room, a self-catering kitchen and
segregated dormitories were provided and order kept. In practice voluntary
weekend wardens were provided here by YHA’s Sheffield House
Committee, and Les Cartledge recalls acting in this role.
Left: location map from the 1946 YHA Peak District Regional Guide

Accommodation was for 12 men and 12 women in a hut placed on falling open ground enclosed by a dell to the rear
of Trunce Farm. This structure was probably built for a soldiers’ camp during the Great War, then became a British
Legion meeting room and a wooden dance hall; it was for many years a storage barn in poor condition. YHA
Sheffield Region Bulletins of September and December 1944 explained that it had been removed from nearby
Stocksbridge and prepared by a troup of YHA volunteers over many week-ends, and for some time it would be
rough and ready, without luxuries. They advised that it was sufficiently close to Sheffield for members to use it midweek and cycle back to the city in the early morning. Indeed, it was one of several YHA premises on the north and
west flanks of Sheffield provided in the mid-1940s to provide young local folk with a base for walking and cycling
activities, others being set up at Ewden Village, Birley Edge and Fulshaw at about the same time.
No meals were provided by Mrs Godley, but a cooking stove in the Scottish style had been fitted in the centre of the
common room. This was a rare luxury, as described in a North Midlands Region lament at the time:
The scarcity of the right type of electrical equipment and the high cost of installation and maintenance of calor gas
has so far left Primus type stoves as our main standby… the present day Primus and paraffin stoves do not withstand
the hurly burly of the members’ kitchen.

In Greenmoor hostel’s first year it incurred a loss of £96, much in line with most of North Midland Region’s smaller
hostels, though effectively balanced out by large surpluses at Hartington Hall, Ilam Hall and Ravenstor hostels.
Some of that loss would of course have been for setting up.
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The 1946 Peak District Guide briefly described the place:
Another hostel enabling walkers to discover the countryside north of Sheffield is Greenmoor, which gives access to
the moors of the upper reaches of the Don Valley and the pastoral quiet of Stainborough and Wentworth. This
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hostel, once a wooden dance hall, though not offering a good approach to the Peak, does make a real connecting link
between the West Riding and North Midlands Regions.

The hostel succumbed to the usual post-war shortages, and was closed after the 1948 season. It was demolished at
Whitsun 1949, timber being used for repairs at Bretton hostel, for instance, as it was in very short supply. For some
time the brick footings were visible; Wendy Crossland, who lived at the Farm more recently, remembers the
remnants. Nothing of the hut now remains.
YHA is indebted to Les Cartledge for extra historical detail of Greenmoor hostel.
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1: this rare postcard of the hostel was sketched, almost certainly, by Noël Sharpe,
a YHA member from the Doncaster area, and is illustrated here by courtesy of Graham Davies;
2: a recent view of the sloping field to the rear of Trunce Farm where the hostel was sited;
3: Trunce Farm taken from the same spot
(2&3 photographed April 2012 by the author, by permission of the owner).

Footnote
1948 was a year of unprecedented growth and enthusiasm in the YHA, Scotland’s SYHA, Northern Ireland’s
YHANI and Ireland’s An Óige Associations. It was also a year of frustration, red tape and shortages of materials for
all these bodies; many essential projects in each Association had to be scrapped, curtailed or roughly improvised.
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